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Targus CUCT02UA14EU notebook case 35.6 cm (14") Briefcase
Black

Brand : Targus Product code: CUCT02UA14EU

Product name : CUCT02UA14EU

Corporate Traveller 14" Topload Laptop Case

Targus CUCT02UA14EU notebook case 35.6 cm (14") Briefcase Black:

Smart and Hard Wearing. Corporate Traveller laptop bags are smart and hardwearing offering
outstanding laptop protection with patented SafePORT™ Protection systems. Built to withstand the wear
and tear of everyday business travel with military grade nylon exterior. Excellent organisation with
multiple pockets and storage options plus a removable accessory pouch. Your carrying comfort is
assured with moulded carry handles and the Equalizer™ shoulder strap; a thick flexble pad to take the
strain out of a heavy load by evenly distributing weight across your shoulder.
Targus CUCT02UA14EU. Case type: Briefcase, Maximum screen size: 35.6 cm (14"), Shoulder strap.
Weight: 1.29 kg

Features

Maximum screen size * 35.6 cm (14")
Case type * Briefcase
Material * Nylon
Product main colour * Black
Shoulder strap
Quantity 1

Weight & dimensions

Width 140 mm
Depth 405 mm
Height 354 mm
Weight 1.29 kg
Package width 145 mm

Weight & dimensions

Package depth 410.9 mm
Package height 355 mm
Package weight 1.36 kg

Logistics data

Products per pallet 55 pc(s)
Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080
Master (outer) case width 440 mm
Master (outer) case length 700 mm
Master (outer) case height 385 mm
Master (outer) case gross weight 8.38 kg
Products per master (outer) case 5 pc(s)
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